
NOMONO
Nomono is designed to work in open offices. With clear and fixed 
horisontals the desks soothes an environment which sometimes can 
be a bit chaotic. The legs are a whole side, which means that all the 
ugly wiring can easily be hidden. 

Nomono tabletops is made out of 19 mm MDF. The cable lid is 
made out of the same material as the desktop.

Material i bordsskivorna är: Laminat, desktop, Ek, Ask, Svartbetsad Ek, 
Svartbetasd Ask, Vitpigmenterad Ek, eller Vitpigmenterad Ask.

DESK

DESIGN fredrik mattson

The boxes are available as single boxes i 800 or 880 mm depth, double boxes in 1200 or 1720 mm depth. The single boxes as well as the 
deep dubble box are available with storage.
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Nomono handles and accessories available in 7 different colors: white, black, yellow, green, blue, red and orange.
White is not in the picture.

Nomono has a milled hand control in rubber as well as a 
pen holder, mailbox, laptop holder, monitor holder and a 
lamp who’s moveable sideways.

www.horreds.com
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Tabletops available in 19 mm MDF. The cable lid is made out of the same material as the table top.
Ebonized oak/ash: delivery time after schedule. White laminate NCS S0502G50Y. 
Leg boxes/gables are ordered separately.
Cable lid is ordered separately.
Milled height control to the right in the tabletop.
Only rectangular table shapes.

Formations::

NOMONO
Design Fredrik Mattson

Single places:

2-groups:

4-groups:
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6-group:

Leg boxes/gables:

Depth 800 mm (for single desks without screen):

Screens to be fixed in leg boxes and gables::

Rectangular desk sizes(mm):

2000x900
2000x800
1800x900
1800x800

1600x900
1600x800 
1400x900
1400x800

100 800

Depth 800 mm (for single desks without screen):

Depth 1200 mm Depth 1720 mm

1720

1720

Rectangular desk sizes (mm):

2000x583
1800x583
1600x583
1400x583

Rectangular desk sizes (mm):

1150x583
750x583

Front panels:

35
0

1502

Rectangular desk sizes (mm):

1802x350
1602x350
1402x350
1202x350
1002x350
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